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Abstract
The introduction of virtual objects in photos or videos has been the focus of many Augmented Reality applications. This paper proposes a framework using image analysis methods to automatically detect scene features to introduce virtual 3D geometry objects. The current high-level features include surfaces, depth and scene orientation automatic detection. The main use of this technology is in AR tools, games or applications, which require the user to introduce an object that blends with a photographed or filmed scene. The main advantage of the proposed approach is that it can work only with one or two photos without prior knowledge, being ideal for mobile applications with camera or to be used with photo albums. Additional sensors can be added to increase reliability such as depth sensors or accelerometers but they are not essential. The main algorithms are intended to create a scene model in a few seconds and allow an interactive behaviour of the augmented objects.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H.5.1 [Information interfaces and presentation]: Multimedia Information Systems—Artificial, augmented, and virtual realities

1. Introduction
Combining computer graphics with real-world images is the main problem addressed by Augmented Reality. For objects to blend seamlessly in interactive applications their geometry must blend with the lines, textures and properties of the photographed world. The problem addressed in this paper is how to introduce virtual objects in an interactive scene, which react to detected features of an image. In this paper a framework is proposed which analyses one or two images in order to create an internal model of the photographed scene. Using the internal model it is possible to introduce augmented objects that interactively react to properties of the scene. The current considered properties are: point descriptors (SURF or SIFT), surface registration, depth detection and scene orientation. The main goal is to create a system that allows building interactive applications for mobile devices with cameras or to use user-generated photos as input.

The first augmented reality applications included the creation of virtual objects that followed a marker on the scene (i.e. ARToolKit). More advanced applications tie the object to a set of keypoints in the scene [KM07], as seen in Figure 1.

Some applications use pre-built models of the scene to help the introduction of virtual reality [Hal]. Most of these techniques require a pre-configuration of the chosen scenario, as all the marks and scene models must be known a priori. Although prepared to use marker-style AR, the main advantage of the proposed framework is that it only uses the images as input for interactive applications. Some other projects use additional sensors to perform similar tasks in interactive applications such as depth sensing cameras (i.e. KinectFusion) or accelerometers to detect the direction of the floor. In the current paper, the main focus was given to the creation of an internal model of the scene using single image analysis [LHK09] [SSN09] and stereo vision (from photos and videos [IAH95]).

2. Interactive Augmented Reality
The main novelty of this work is that by analysing the images in search for low-level features (interesting points, image displacement, line segments) several high-level features (homographies, depth, surface normals, vanishing points, scene orientation) are extracted. The input of the problem is generally two images from one scene. The initial processing of the images includes extracting keypoint descriptors (FAST, SURF or SIFT), lines and comparing keypoints between images. There are some additional steps for each high-level fea-
Figure 1: Augmented reality in videos based on SURF descriptors. The user selects an area in one frame (left image). The object, the dragon, is superimposed on that area (middle image). The object is then replicated to the other frames of the video in the same position and rotation as it was when placed (example frame in right image).

Figure 2: Interactive application for introduction of virtual objects attached to surfaces. Using two images and their SIFT descriptors, the matching points are used to create a 3D model using Delaunay triangulation. The depth of each point is inferred based on the camera parameters and the displacement of each point between images. Using the normal vector of each polygon created with the triangulation the virtual object (yellow poster) can be attached to surfaces.

Figure 3: Interactive application for introduction of virtual objects oriented as the room and attached to the floor. Using line detection and vanishing point detection, the horizon is calculated and the main line directions detected (lower left image, horizon in blue, main directions red and green). In the end, the virtual box can be dynamically introduced in the floor, with the room orientation (lower right image).

3. Conclusions and Future Work

The framework shows promising results, especially in Manhattan images. The final goal will be to implement and integrate several techniques that will help in the development of interactive augmented reality applications using computer vision input.
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